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WINDOW TO THE WORLD
Wovn Home founder Davina Ogilvie’s global travels and childhood spent in Thailand triggered a 
passion for textiles. That passion inspired her to launch a custom window treatment and pillow 

company in North Carolina, where she fabricates Belgian-sourced textiles—exclusive to her 
collection—into goods that enhance sophisticated interiors. wovnhome.com 
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Daniel 
Arsham  
for Kohler 
Contemporary artist Daniel 
Arsham has channeled his vision 
into a limited-edition sink for 
Kohler. Composed of a 3-D- 
printed vitreous china vessel and 
a hand-poured brass “rock,” the 
sink presents a patina that, like 
much of Arsham’s work, appears 
touched by time. “Rock.01 melds 
the future of 3-D printing 
technology with the most basic 
methods of hand-cast brass. It is 
literally the new resting on top of 
the old, and I find that incredibly 
poetic,” he says. kohler.com

Michael Del Piero 
Chicago designer Michael Del Piero likes to keep 
things simple. So much so that her new book to 
be released later this year and her new furniture 
collection are both in black and white. Her relaxed 
designs are elegant yet inviting, the breath of 
fresh air we are all looking forward to this spring. 
michaeldelpiero.com 

Jill Rosenwald 
Known for her colorful handcrafted pottery, Boston-
based artisan Jill Rosenwald has expanded her works to 
include cotton as well as clay. The spirited designs she 
glazes onto bowls, trays, pitchers, and other ceramics 
have found a new canvas on a collection of textiles that 
can be used to fabricate window panels, pillows, aprons, 
and more. jillrosenwald.com 

Junior Sandler for Lo Home
“A home without artwork is like wearing a cocktail dress without jewelry,” Junior 
Sandler says. The Florida-based artist brings a touch of spring to her canvases, 
delicately brushing on the daintiest flowers in bright and happy hues informed by 
her Palm Beach surroundings. Now her fresh designs are available on custom-
printed fabric. In pretty pink, green, and blue, the fabric, used for pillow coverings 
or window panels, weaves seasonal color and hints of femininity into a room. The 
designs also are available as wallcoverings. shoplohome.com 

Modern 
Matter
The look of vintage hardware 
inspired Nashville-based 
designer Sarah Bartholomew 
as she envisioned a new line 
for luxury hardware brand 
Modern Matter. The 
company’s fourth designer 
collaboration, the new pieces 
by Bartholomew exude the 
classic elegance and clean 
lines that are hallmarks of  
her signature style.  
modern-matter.com

SOHO HOME
There’s an alluring mystique surrounding Soho House. Each of the members-only clubs, established to 
provide a destination for collaboration within the arts, political, and media communities, is a glamorous 
place to land when traveling. Now you can take a piece of Soho home with you, membership not 
required. Recently launched in New York’s trendy Meatpacking District, Soho Home blends a sexy retail 
experience with its Member Market, a revolving emporium of chic goods created by members from 
around the globe. Everything that visitors see is available to buy and is the output of stylish and 
creative minds joining forces. sohohome.com 
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Mind the Gap
Before long, the world’s fastest horses will race 
around the track at the Kentucky Derby. But 
the fabric world has already crossed the finish 
line. Mind the Gap, the Transylvanian design 
emporium known for its saturated patterns, is 
approaching decoration with an equestrian 
spin this season. A horse-theme toile in rich red 
or forest green keeps design prancing around 
the room. mindtheg.com 

Farah Merhi Farah Merhi has 
flipped the switch from home and family 
influencer to lighting designer. Her new 
collection for Lamps Plus, called Inspire Me!, 
focuses on luxury. Fixtures with feminine 
silhouettes are embellished with gold leaf and 
crystals. lampsplus.com 

Iris Apfel
FOR FABRICUT

Iris Apfel has bounced between 
home and fashion for decades. 

The style icon began her career at 
Women’s Wear Daily before 

launching a decorative textile 
company and working as an 

interior designer on restoration 
projects at the White House for 

nine presidents. Recent years have 
found Apfel lauded for her layered 
fashion approach, a look that she 
now brings to Fabricut in a joyful 

new collection. Patterned fabrics, 
wallpapers, and trims that are rich 
in embellishments give this maven 

presence in the entire house. 
fabricut.com 

LIVDEN
Stepsisters Georgie Smith and Hilary 
Gibbs are chips off the old block. 
Hilary’s mother, Melinda, started a 
printed stone and tile business, so it 
was no surprise when the sisters 
decided to use their design education 
to launch their own tile company. 
Livden offers plenty of attractive 
aesthetics with spirited patterns in 
happy colors. But it’s the sustainability 
of the recycled-material tile that 
makes them most proud. livden.com 

Messermeister
Chelcea Dressler-Crowley and Kirsten Dressler-Wilson, above left, sharpened 
the business skills that they learned from their parents. The sisters are the 
second generation to lead Messermeister, which translates to “knife master” in 
German. The Ojai, California, cutlery company founded by their father, Bernd, 
offers handcrafted knives such as the olive wood-handle ones, left, and culinary 
tools that chefs are eager to use and proud to display. messermeister.com

LORI WEITZNER FOR SAMUEL & SONS
The journey of design is always evolving. It morphs from one aesthetic to another, finding new inspiration to guide it to visual glory. For 
her latest collaboration with trim and embellishment master Samuel & Sons, textile and product designer Lori Weitzner took an evolving 
piece of nature—the butterfly—and used it to inform trims and tapes that are destined for beautiful applications. The collection features 
a dozen designs in a multitude of colors that dazzle with beads, embroidery, and pleats like the dimensional “Monarch” trim shown here. 
The border trim is available in six colors. samuelandsons.com  +
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